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Chapter 1. Introduction

Motivation
The main purpose of MEDINA/SDM Broker is automatic postprocessing, standardization and
traceability of simulation and test data. Broker extracts secondary results (key results) from primary
results (solver output or test data) and stores them according to the pre-defined data structure.
Typically, secondary results are available as diagrams, tables, images, animations and key values.
Secondary results can be analyzed in MEDINA/SDM Viewer.

If requested, Broker stores the primary results and solver input decks in the analogous file structure
as secondary results such that all relevant data of a variant are linked together.

Figure 1.1. Extraction of secondary results by Broker

Broker architecture
Broker consists of two main parts:

1. Java kernel running on the local Java Virtual Machine (Java VM)

2. Configuration containing

a. XML configuration files

b. XSL stylesheets

c. Perl scripts

d. Shell scripts

e. 3rd party applications
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Figure 1.2. Broker architecture

Packages and standard evaluations

Configuration

Broker XML configuration, see Broker architecture, consists of a library of pre-defined evaluation
routines called standard evaluations. Families of related standard evaluations are clustered into
packages which can be licensed separately.

Packages

Broker packages are designed to fit the needs of different simulation domains. The following packages
are available:

Table 1.1. Description of Broker packages

Package name Description

Core Basic process steps and evaluations

Explicit Basic Basic evaluations for crash simulations (LS-Dyna)

Explicit Advanced Complex evaluations for crash simulations including pedestrian
protection and passive safety (LS-Dyna)

Implicit Basic Evaluation for static (linear, non-linear, modal analysis) and NVH
simulations (Nastran, Permas)

Implicit Advanced Complex evaluations for static simulation using MEDINA.PrePost
(Abaqus, Nastran, Permas)

Testdata Evaluations for test data (CSV, ISO-MME, Universal)

Advanced Evaluation Complex evaluations based on previously extracted secondary results
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Figure 1.3. Structure of Broker packages

Module configurations consisting of several packages are available. Licensing a module configuration
is more advantageous than licensing each package of the module separately. Available module
configurations are shown in the figure below.

Figure 1.4. Module configurations
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Standard evaluations (SAs)
Standard evaluations (SAs) are configured to fulfill a particular purpose, such as:

• Copy additional data to a variant or subcase.

• Execute a script or a 3rd party application.

• Extract particular secondary results and save it in a user-friendly manner, e.g. as one or more
diagrams, tables, images, animations and/or key values.

Each SA belongs to exactly one package. The appropriate package must be licensed in order to be
able to use the SA.

Examples of standard evaluations are:

Table 1.2. Examples of standard evaluations (SAs)

Standard evaluation Package Short description

<execute1> Core Execution of external commands,
scripts or 3rd party applications

<node_diagram1> Explicit Basic Generation of diagrams with nodal time
history data

<math1> Advanced Evaluation Generation of additional curves by
applying mathematical operations on
extracted curves

Short descriptions of available standard evaluations can be found in the separate document MEDINA-
SDM Standard Evaluations.

Operation mode

Description
Broker operates completely in batch mode, comparable to an FEM-solver.

Operation steps
The main operation steps of a Broker run are:

• The main XML configuration containing all possible standard evaluations is parsed.

• The user XML input, called Broker-XML, is parsed, see here for details. Evaluations found in the
Broker- XML are matched against the licensed packages. If at least one SA is not licensed, the
Broker job is aborted and the list of unlicensed SAs is displayed.

• An overall task list is set up. The tasks are ordered according to the configured priorities.

• The process steps for a particular priority are clustered into one or more task groups, called
interpreter scripts.

• The interpreter scripts are executed sequentially in the order of priorities, lower priorities first. If
an error occurs during the execution of an interpreter script, the execution of this script is aborted
and Broker proceeds with the next one.

../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Standard_Evaluations/index.html
../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Standard_Evaluations/index.html
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Figure 1.5. Broker operation mode

Execution phase

During the execution phase Broker goes from one priority to another, writes the interpreter scripts
associated with the current priority and executes them immediately in sequential order. The execution
phase, including warnings and errors, is summarized in the Broker protocol, by default named
broker.prot.

Interpreter scripts consist of a set of internal and/or external processes. Internal processes are
implemented in the Broker Java kernel, i.e. they are executed directly in the Java VM. External
processes are tools and scripts executed outside the Java VM, i.e. Broker starts an external command
on the level of the operating system.

The execution phase can be divided into three major parts described in the table below:

Table 1.3. Major phases during a Broker run

Phase Description

Initialization Generation of the file structure including variants and subcases.

Evaluation Generation of the secondary results like XML files (MEDINA/SDM specific
format), images, videos etc. Depending on the configuration, the secondary
results are combined into one single zip-archive at the end of the evaluation
phase.

Finalization Storing of the secondary and possibly primary results and input decks into the
file structure, see Data storage for details.
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Broker-XML

Description
Broker is controlled by an XML file called Broker-XML. General information about XML format
can be found at http://www.w3c.org.

Broker-XML is used as an input file for a Broker job. The file must contain all the necessary
information to set up the job properly, such as path definitions for data storage and primary solver
data as well as the standard evaluations to be run.

In the production environment, Broker-XMLs are defined as templates. The advantages of the template
approach are:

• Reuse of template defined only once.

• Simple modification.

• Different templates can be defined for different simulation domains and/or levels (user/team/
department etc.).

• User specific modifications and/or additions are easily realized.

• Templates can be exchanged and/or adapted.

Possible definition of a Broker-XML
There are three possible options to define a Broker-XML:

a. Definition as a pure XML file, see figure Sample Broker-XML for an example. The XML code
must comply with the XML standard version 1.0.

b. A valid XML file embedded into the comments of a solver input deck. Broker will automatically
extract the XML code to control the run.

c. A job control file, which is a very short XML file referencing either case a) or b).

Figure 1.6. Options for definition of a Broker-XML

http://www.w3c.org
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Cases b) and c) are especially suitable for setting up a queuing system, which can start a Broker job
immediately after the corresponding solver run is finished. For both, the solver run and the Broker
job, the same input file can be used.

Content of a Broker-XML

Tag classes

A Broker-XML consists of mandatory, optional and user-defined tags and attributes.

Mandatory tags

For a proper definition of a Broker job, Broker-XML must be defined as follows:

<job>
 <job_info>
  <data_path>
   <path_midasdata>...</path_midasdata>
   <path_massdata>...</path_massdata>
  </data_path>
  <identification>
   ...
  </identification>
 </job_info>
 <job_submit>
  <output_path>...</output_path>
 </job_submit>
 <postprocessing>
  <standard>
   ...
  </standard>
 </postprocessing>
</job>

The mandatory tags are described in the table below:

Table 1.4. Mandatory tags for definition of a Broker-XML

Tag Description

<job> Root tag

<job_info> Container tag for definition of entry points and file structure

<path_midasdata> Entry point for data storage of secondary results as absolute path. This
path must exist

<path_massdata> Entry point for data storage of primary results as absolute path. This
path must exist

<identification> Definition of the file structure

<job_submit> Container tag for definition of the path to solver data and definition
of the data storage

<output_path> Path to solver data

<postprocessing> Container tag for definition of the standard evaluations and
conclusions

<standard> Tag containing the standard evaluations
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Optional tags

All tags other than those mentioned in the section Mandatory tags are optional. Usually these tags are
used as additional metadata to characterize the variant or subcase.

User Tags

Arbitrary user tags and attributes can be defined as child tags of the root tag <job>. Examples are
shown in the figure below.

Figure 1.7. Examples for definition of user tags and attributes in Broker-XML

Sample Broker-XML

A sample of a complete Broker-XML is shown in the figure below. Mandatory tags are marked dark

blue  and optional tags are marked magenta .
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Figure 1.8. Sample Broker-XML

Data storage

Definition of the data structure

As described in the section Broker-XML, the data storage is controlled by the entry points for the
secondary results, primary results and input decks. The entry points for secondary results and primary
results must exist beforehand and must be writeable for the user. The definition of the entry point for
storage of the input deck is optional, but if defined, the directory must exist beforehand and must be
writeable for the user.

Below each entry point the same directory structure is generated by Broker. The directory
structure is defined by the <identification>-levels, each level representing a subdirectory. The
levels are configured in the MEDINA/SDM installation file <instdir>/<version>/site/
config_SITE_structure.xml, with <instdir> being the MEDINA/SDM installation
directory and <version> being the current version.
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Different configurations for different simulation domains are possible. E.g.: Number and names of
directory levels for Crash simulations can be other than those for NVH simulations.

Typically, between 3 to 6 levels are configured. Two different types of levels are available:

• Levels without data and metadata. These levels are usually configured as higher levels to distinguish
different projects, construction levels, release states etc.

• Levels containing data and metadata. These levels are usually configured as lower levels
representing variants and subcases.

Example of a data structure
Consider the definition of the entry points and identification levels as shown in the figure Sample
Broker-XML. The following data structure is generated:

Figure 1.9. Directory structure generated by sample Broker-XML

Modification of the data structure
Consistent modification of the data structure is only possible for the variant and subcase levels. These
levels can be renamed or deleted using MEDINA/SDM Viewer. Please refer to the MEDINA/SDM
Documentation for details.

Modification of other structure levels, e.g. adding, deleting or renaming, is not supported by MEDINA/
SDM. Therefore data structure for a simulation domain should be defined thoroughly when MEDINA/
SDM is rolled out.

../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Documentation/index.html
../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Documentation/index.html
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Warning

It is strongly recommended not to change the data structure on the file system. Doing so will
generate an inconsistent data structure.

If a modification of the data structure is necessary, the MEDINA/SDM configuration must
be adapted, i.e. <instdir>/<version>/site/config_SITE_structure.xml must be
modified properly.

If MEDINA/SDM had generated data and this data structure needs to be changed, corresponding data
must be migrated in a customer specific project.
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Chapter 2. Examples: General
information
Description

In this chapter, general information necessary to be able to set up and run the examples described in
chapters 3 to 6 is given.

Abbreviations and conventions
The following abbreviations and conventions are used in the following sections:

Table 2.1. Abbreviations and conventions

<instdir> Full path to the MEDINA/SDM installation directory. The
placeholder must be replaced with absolute path valid for
your installation. Example:

/usr/local/MedinaSDM

<version> Current MEDINA/SDM version. The placeholder must be
replaced with the version installed in your system. Example:

v1.19.2

$HOME Full path to user’s home directory. Example:

/home/medadmin

/path/to/tag Tag content of a tag. Example:

/root/tag/child

Example refers to the tag content Content of the following
XML code:

<root>
 <tag>
  <child>Content</child>
 </tag>
</root>

/path/to/tag/@attribute Attribute content. Example:

/root/tag/@attribute

Example refers to the attribute Attribute of the
following XML code:

<root>
 <tag attribute="Attribute"/>
</root>

Note

All commands must be entered in one line
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General steps to set up and run a Broker job
Assuming MEDINA/SDM is properly installed on your system, the example data is located in the
directory <instdir>/examples. The following steps must be processed to set up and run a Broker
job:

1. Generate a Broker-XML, see also section Broker-XML.

2. Open a terminal window, e.g. xterm (Linux) or Cygwin shell (Windows, see MEDINA-SDM
Installation Guide for more details about Cygwin installation).

3. Change to the directory where the Broker-XML is located.

4. To start the Broker job, enter the following command in the terminal window:

<instdir>/<version>/bin/broker –xmlfile <file>

with <file> being the Broker-XML.

The steps are described in detail in the following chapters.

../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Installation_Guide/index.html
../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Installation_Guide/index.html
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Chapter 3. Simple Broker job with one
standard evaluation
Description

In this chapter you will learn how to set up and run a simple Broker job containing one standard
evaluation. In this example axial beam forces of a crash simulation will be extracted and a diagram
containing the forces will be generated. The following evaluation will be used:

• Standard evaluation: <elout1>, package: Explicit Basic

• Short description: MEDINA-SDM Standard Evaluations

• Full description: MEDINA/SDM Documentation

Preliminary steps
Open a terminal (e.g. xterm or Cygwin shell) and enter the following commands:

• Change to your home directory:

cd $HOME

• Create a working directory, e.g. broker_examples:

mkdir broker_examples

• Change to the working directory:

cd broker_examples

• Create entry directories for secondary results, primary results and input decks:

mkdir key_results solver_data inputdecks

• Copy example1.xml to the working directory (all in one line):

cp <instdir>/examples/tutorial/Crash/Elektromotor/broker/example1-empty.xml
  ./example1.xml

• List the files and directories in the working directory:

ls

The output must be similar to the one shown in figure Broker example and entry directories

Figure 3.1. Broker example and entry directories

../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Standard_Evaluations/index.html
../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Documentation/index.html
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Generation of the Broker-XML
Original example1.xml file

Open example1.xml in your favorite editor. The original file looks as displayed in the figure below.

Figure 3.2. Original example file example1.xml

Edit example1.xml as described below.

Mandatory tags

Description

Define the tags as described in the following sections. This information is the minimal scope which
must be provided to Broker in order to set up a run capable Broker-XML.

Entry path for secondary results

Edit the tag /job/job_info/data_path/path_midasdata and enter the full path to the
directory key_results. Example:

<path_midasdata>/home/medadmin/broker_examples/key_results</path_midasdata>
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Note

The directory must be created beforehand.

Entry path for primary results

Edit the tag /job/job_info/data_path/path_massdata and enter the full path to the
directory solver_data. Example:

<path_massdata>/home/medadmin/broker_examples/solver_data</path_massdata>

Note

The directory must be created beforehand.

Levels of the data structure

Edit the tag /job/job_info/identification and enter the appropriate levels. As described
in chapter Data storage, the levels are defined in the configuration file <instdir>/<version>/
site/config_SITE_structure.xml.

1. Open <instdir>/<version>/site/config_SITE_structure.xml in your favorite
editor and search for crash. The configuration looks similar to the one displayed in figure Sample
configuration file config_SITE_structure.xml.

2. Enter all levels as child tags of <identification>. Use only the following characters as tag
contents, i.e. level identifiers:

• Upper case letters: A-Z

• Lower case letters: a-z

• Digits: 0-9

• Plus sign, minus sign, underscore, dot: +-_.

Example:

<identification>
 <plattform>pl</plattform>     <!-- level 1 -->
 <baureihe>br</baureihe>       <!-- level 2 -->
 <baulos>bl</baulos>           <!-- level 3 -->
 <lastfall>lf</lastfall>       <!-- level 4 -->
 <variant>v01</variant>        <!-- level 5 -->
</identification>

The levels 1-5 are marked in the figure below.

Figure 3.3. Sample configuration file config_SITE_structure.xml
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Path to solver results

Edit the tag /job/job_submit/output_path and enter the full path to solver results
<instdir>/examples/tutorial/Crash/Elektromotor/results/v01 (all in one
line). Example:

<output_path>/usr/local/MedinaSDM/
  examples/tutorial/Crash/Elektromotor/results/v01</output_path>

Standard evaluation

Edit the tag /job/postprocessing/standard and enter the standard evaluation <elout1>
to extract the axial beam forces and generate a diagram. For each beam with the element numbers 61,
62, 64 and 53 the time history data will be extracted and one diagram containing the four curves
will be generated. Example:

<standard evaluate="xml">
 <elout1 label="Axial forces" curve_number="4"
  plot_frequency="">
  <beam label="Beam 61">61</beam>
  <beam label="Beam 62">62</beam>
  <beam label="Beam 64">64</beam>
  <beam label="Beam 53">53</beam>
 </elout1>
</standard>

Optional tags

Description

Define the tags as described in the next sections to provide additional metadata characterizing the
variant. Using MEDINA/SDM Viewer this information can later be used to filter the variants or
generate overview tables of the variants.

Variant description

Edit the tag /job/job_info/description and enter an arbitrary text to describe the variant.
Example:

<description>Broker example 1: Axial beam forces</description>

Entry path for solver inputdecks

Edit the tag /job/job_info/data_path/path_inputsave and enter the full path to the
directory inputdecks. Example:

<path_inputsave>/home/medadmin/broker_examples/inputdecks</path_inputsave>

Note

If defined, the directory must be created beforehand.

Classification

Edit the tags /job/job_info/classification/engine, /job/job_info/
classification/aggregate and /job/job_info/classification/type and enter
an arbitrary text to describe the classification. Example:
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<classification>
 <engine>E-motor</engine>
 <aggregate>-</aggregate>
 <type>Type 1</type>
</classification>

User information

Edit the tags /job/job_info/user/prename and /job/job_info/user/surname and
enter your first and last name. Example:

<user>
 <prename>Test</prename>
 <surname>User</surname>
</user>

Basic variant

Edit the tag /job/job_info/basic_variant and enter +root+ to indicate that the current
variant is the root variant. Otherwise enter the name of the basic variant to monitor how the variants
are evolved from one another. Example:

<basic_variant>+root+</basic_variant>

Modification

Edit the tags /job/preprocessing/model/modification and /job/
preprocessing/input/modification and enter arbitrary text to describe the modifications.
Example:

<preprocessing>
 <model>
  <modification>None</modification>
 </model>
 <input>
  <modification>None</modification>
 </input>
</preprocessing>

Solver data to be stored

Edit the tag /job/job_submit/output_extensions and enter binout0* d3hsp
d3plot* mes* all_mes. The data will be stored to the directory structure generated below the
directory solver_data. If the tag is not set, solver data will not be stored. Example:

<output_extensions>binout0* d3hsp d3plot* mes* all_mes</output_extensions>

Inputdecks to be stored

Edit the tag /job/job_submit/input_extensions and enter d3inp *.key. The data will
be stored to the directory structure generated below the directory inputdecks. If the tag is not set,
solver data will not be stored. Example:

<input_extensions>d3inp *.key</input_extensions>

Run the Broker job
Save example1.xml. The file looks similar as the one shown in the figure below. The file is
available in the MEDINA/SDM installation, see <instdir>/examples/tutorial/Crash/
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Elektromotor/broker/example1.xml. Further examples with more elaborate evaluations
can be found in the same directory.

Figure 3.4. Modified example file example1.xml

Enter the following command into the terminal window to start the Broker job:

<instdir>/<version>/bin/broker –xmlfile example1.xml

After the broker job has finished, the data structure as displayed in the following figure is generated.
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Figure 3.5. Data structure generated by example example1.xml

Visualization of secondary results
The generated diagram Axial_forces is shown in the figure below. Please refer to the MEDINA/
SDM Documentation for details about visualization of secondary results using MEDINA/SDM
Viewer.

../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Documentation/index.html
../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Documentation/index.html
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Figure 3.6. Diagram Axial_forces

In figure Info page of the variant v01 the content of the info page is shown:

• Metadata defined by the user (i.e. content of the optional tags <description>, <user> etc.),
e.g. Description or User. The metadata is marked with a magenta square .

• Metadata added by Broker, e.g. #PIDs or Solver. This metadata is extracted from solver log-
files, the Broker protocol file etc. The metadata is marked with a dark blue square .

• Metadata which can be added interactively in MEDINA/SDM Viewer. The metadata is marked
with an orange square .
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Figure 3.7. Info page of the variant v01
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Chapter 4. Definition of Broker-XML
as a template

Description
In this chapter you will learn how a previously defined Broker-XML can be used as a template for
evaluation of simulation variants in the same manner.

Generation of the template
To generate the template from an existing Broker-XML, the Broker-XML must be modified such, that
the contents of the tags which are subject to change are deleted. All other tags are left unchanged.

You will use the Broker-XML example1.xml generated in the section Generation of the Broker-
XML to create the template. In this example the following tags are subject to change:

Table 4.1. Tags to be modified in the template

1 /job/job_info/identification/variant

Name of the current variant (mandatory)

2 /job/job_submit/output_path

Path to solver data (mandatory)

3 /job/job_info/description

Job description (optional)

4 /job/job/basic_variant

Derivation history of the variant (optional)

5 /job/preprocessing/input/modification

Information how the variant has been modified (optional)

Proceed as follows:

• In the terminal window change to the directory broker_examples (see section Generation of
the Broker-XML) and copy example1.xml to example1-template.xml:

cp example1.xml example1-template.xml

• Open example1-template.xml in your favorite editor and edit the tags listed above, see the
section Levels of the data structure and the following sections. Delete the tags contents and save
the file.

After the modification example1-template.xml looks similar to the one shown on in the figure
below. The modified mandatory tags are marked with a dark blue square , the modified optional tags
are marked with a magenta square .
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Figure 4.1. Broker-XML template example1-template.xml

The template is now ready to be used for evaluation of additional simulation variants.

Evaluation of additional variants using the
template
Generation of the Broker-XML

To generate the Broker-XML, proceed as follows:

• In the terminal window change to the directory broker_examples (see section Generation of
the Broker-XML) and copy example1-template.xml to example1-v02.xml:
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cp example1-template.xml example1-v02.xml

• Open example1-v02.xml in your favorite editor

• Edit the tags /job/job_info/identification/variant and enter the new variant name.
Example:

<variant>v02</variant>

• Edit the tag /job/job_submit/output_path and enter the full path to solver results
<instdir>/examples/tutorial/Crash/Elektromotor/results/v02 (all in one
line). Example:

<output_path>/usr/local/MedinaSDM/
  examples/tutorial/Crash/Elektromotor/results/v02</output_path>

• Edit the tag /job/job_info/description and enter an arbitrary text to describe the variant.
Example:

<description>Usage of templates</description>

• Edit the tag /job/job_info/basic_variant and enter v01 to indicate that the current
variant is derived from variant v01. Example:

<basic_variant>v01</basic_variant>

• Edit the tag /job/preprocessing/input/modification and enter PID 18:
Thickness reduced from 1.75 1.50 mm to log the modification of the input deck.
Example:

<modification> PID 18: Thickness reduced from 1.75 to 1.50 mm</modification>

• Save the file example1-v02.xml. The file looks similar to the one shown in figure File
example1-v02.xml
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Figure 4.2. File example1-v02.xml

Run the Broker job

To run the Broker job, enter the following command in the terminal window:

<instdir>/<version>/bin/broker –xmlfile example1-v02.xml

After the broker job has finished, the data structure as shown in the following figure is generated.
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Figure 4.3. Data structure generated by example example1-v02.xml

According to the definition of the variant tag, i.e. <variant>v02</variant>, the corresponding
subdirectories v02 containing the key results, solver data and input decks are added to the data
structure, cf. Data structure generated by example example1.xml.
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Visualization of secondary results

As the variant v01, the variant v02 also contains the diagram Axial forces so that both diagrams
can be easily compared. The comparison of the two diagrams is shown in the figure below.

Figure 4.4. Comparison of the diagrams Axial forces for variants v01 and
v02

The following figure shows the info page of the variant v02. Note the modified metadata in
comparison to variant v01, cf. figure Info page of the variant v01. The modified metadata is marked
with a magenta square 
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Figure 4.5. Info page of the variant v02 with modified metadata
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Chapter 5. Definition of evaluation
chains
Description

In this chapter you will learn how evaluation chains can be defined, i.e. how the output of a standard
evaluation can be used as the input for another standard evaluation in the same Broker job. In this
example the curve with axial beam force exhibiting the maximum absolute value out of four possible
curves will be extracted. The following evaluations will be used:

• Standard evaluation: <elout1>, package: Explicit Basic

• Standard evaluation: <math1>, package: Advanced Evaluation

• Short description: MEDINA-SDM Standard Evaluations

• Full description: MEDINA/SDM Documentation

General procedure
To define an evaluation chain proceed as follows:

1. Define the first evaluation to extract secondary results.

a. Set a lower priority using the attribute prio="...", e.g. prio=”10”.

b. Define a reference (unique key) for each secondary result to be used as input for the second
evaluation.

2. Define the second evaluation to use the results of the first evaluation.

a. Set a higher priority using the attribute prio="...", e.g. prio=”11”.

b. Use the keys defined in the first evaluation to extract additional results.

Note

• Priorities in the range from 1 to 999 are reserved for the standard evaluations. It is strongly
recommended not to use lower or higher priorities.

• The order of appearance of the standard evaluation in the Broker-XML is not crucial.
Evaluations with lower priorities will always be executed before those with higher priorities
even if they appear later in the Broker-XML. Evaluations with the same priorities might be
executed in the order of appearance, but the order is not guaranteed. To ensure a particular
order of execution set the attribute prio="..." appropriately.

Evaluation

Generation of the Broker-XML
To generate the Broker-XML, proceed as follows:

• In the terminal window change to the directory broker_examples (see section Generation of
the Broker-XML) and copy example1.xml to example2.xml:

../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Standard_Evaluations/index.html
../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Documentation/index.html
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cp example1.xml example2.xml

• Open example2.xml in your favorite editor

• Edit the tags /job/job_info/identification/variant and enter the new variant name.
Example:

<variant>v01-extended</variant>

• Edit the tag /job/job_info/description and enter arbitrary text. Example:

<description>Broker example 2: Results of the first SA
  used as input for the second SA</description>

• Edit the tag /job/postprocessing/standard

• Modify the standard evaluation <elout1>: Add the attribute prio=”10” and define the curve
references using the attributes curve_key1=”…”. The references must be unique, must only
consist of letters, digits or underscores and must start with a letter.

• Add the standard evaluation <math1> to extract the curve exhibiting the maximum value using
the references. Set the attribute prio=”11” to ensure the evaluation is executed after the
<elout1>-evaluation.

Example:

<standard evaluate=”xml”>
 <elout1 label=”Axial forces” curve_number=”4” plot_frequency=””
  prio=”10”>
  <beam label=”Beam 61” curve_key1=“KEY_Beam_61“>61</beam>
  <beam label=”Beam 62” curve_key1=“KEY_Beam_62“>62</beam>
  <beam label=”Beam 64” curve_key1=“KEY_Beam_64“>64</beam>
  <beam label=”Beam 53” curve_key1=“KEY_Beam_53“>53</beam>
 </elout1>
 <math1 label="Maximum axial force" prio="11"
  y_datatype="Force" component="Axial">
  <group label="Max. force" operation_type="y-abs-max">
   <broker_key label="Beam 61"
    curve_key1="#broker_key.KEY_Beam_61"/>
   <broker_key label="Beam 62"
    curve_key1="#broker_key.KEY_Beam_62"/>
   <broker_key label="Beam 64"
    curve_key1="#broker_key.KEY_Beam_64"/>
   <broker_key label="Beam 53"
    curve_key1="#broker_key.KEY_Beam_53"/>
  </group>
 </math1>
</standard>

• Save example2.xml. The file looks similar to the one displayed in the figure below:
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Figure 5.1. File example2.xml

Run the Broker job
To run the Broker job, enter the following command in the terminal window:

<instdir>/<version>/bin/broker –xmlfile example2.xml
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The data structure shown in figure Data structure generated by example example1-v02.xml will
be extended and subdirectories v01-extended with secondary results, solver data and input decks
will be added in analogous manner.

Visualization of secondary results
As the variant v01, the variant v01-extended also contains the diagram Axial forces.
Additionally the diagram Maximum axial force containing only one curve is generated. As
requested, the axial force of the beam 64 is extracted since this curve exhibits the maximum value.

Figure 5.2. Diagram Maximum axial force
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Chapter 6. Using external commands,
scripts or 3rd party applications

Description
In this chapter you will learn how an external command, script or 3rd party application can be executed
by Broker. In the example a simple script shell print_info.sh will be started. The script will
generate a text file example3.txt containing the following information:

• User

• Date

• Time

The following standard evaluation will be used:

• Standard evaluation: <execute1>, package: Core

• Short description: MEDINA-SDM Standard Evaluations

• Full description: MEDINA/SDM Documentation

Commands or 3rd party applications can be integrated and executed in the same fashion.

General remarks
Any external command, script or 3rd party application can be started by Broker, provided the following
conditions are met:

1. Command, script or 3rd party application is non-interactive, i.e. can be run in batch mode.

2. If the command, script or 3rd party application needs one or multiple input files, these files are
available at the time when the command, script or 3rd party application is executed. This implies,
that the necessary input files can be generated by an another standard evaluation and/or external tool
in the same Broker job provided the execution priorities are set up properly, see chapter Definition
of evaluation chains for more details on this issue.

Evaluation

Generation of the Broker-XML
To generate the Broker-XML, proceed as follows:

• In the terminal window change to the directory broker_examples (see section Generation of
the Broker-XML) and copy example1.xml to example3.xml:

cp example1.xml example3.xml

• Open example3.xml in your favorite editor

• Edit the tags /job/job_info/identification/variant and enter the new variant name.
Example:

../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Standard_Evaluations/index.html
../../webhelp/MEDINA-SDM_Documentation/index.html
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<variant>v01-script-execution</variant>

• Edit the tag /job/job_info/description and enter arbitrary text. Example:

<description>Broker example 3: Execution of a script</description>

• Edit the tag /job/postprocessing/standard

• Delete the standard evaluation <elout1>.

• Add the standard evaluation <execute1>. To execute the script, set the attribute

command=”<instdir>/examples/tutorial/Crash/Elektromotor/
scripts/print_info.sh”

appropriately (all in one line).

Example (attribute command="..." in one line):

<standard evaluate=”xml”>
 <execute1 label="script_execution"
  command="/usr/local/MedinaSDM/examples/tutorial/Crash/
   Elektromotor/scripts/print_info.sh"/>
</standard>

• Save example3.xml. The file looks similar to the one displayed in the figure below:
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Figure 6.1. File example3.xml

Run the Broker job
To run the Broker job, enter the following command in the terminal window:

<instdir>/<version>/bin/broker –xmlfile example3.xml

The data structure shown in figure Data structure generated by example example1-v02.xml will
be extended and subdirectories v01-script-execution with secondary results, solver data and
input decks will be added in analogous manner.

Result visualization
The script print_info.sh generates the text file example3.txt in the current directory. The
content of the file is similar to the one shown in the figure below. To show the content of the test file
enter the following command in the terminal window:
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cat example3.txt

Figure 6.2. Content of the file example3.txt
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